The iterative Monte Carlo algorithm yielding to temperature random walk attracted by the critical point is suggested. The algorithm based on the single reweighting and multiple reweighting combined with data filtering techniques is applied to the 2d Ising spin model of ferromagnet. In the stationary regime the iterations form the invariant probability distribution function (pdf) of temperature. The simulation confirmed that temperature pdf is peaked near the pseudocritical or exact critical temperature depending on the objective function choice. The width of the temperature pdf is linked to the actual error of the critical point attained by reweighting. It is demonstrated that the multi-lattice variants of algorithm are able to perform the finite-size-scaling with continuous monitoring of critical indices along the temperature path.
Introduction
The critical phenomena typical for many body systems attract for a long time remarkable scientific interest. Many of the fundamental studies were inspired by the numerical simulations of discrete lattice models. Due to exact solubility [1] , the Ising and Potts model have been used as a testing benchmarks to design the advanced Monte Carlo (MC) algorithms. As we know, the MC stochastic techniques [2] serve to estimate the thermodynamic averages by means of the random samples kept from the configuration space. Most of the recent innovations are rooted in the elementary version of the Metropolis singlespin-flip algorithm [3] producing the Markovian chain of the configurations by means of the microscopic spin updates.
The crucial problems of MC method persists at the critical region. In order to resolve them, several special techniques have been suggested. The examples are finite-size scaling relations and the renormalization group based algorithms [4] permitting to study the averages of the interest in the thermodynamic limit. The using of the cluster algorithms [5] overcoming the critical slowing down is typical for different variants of the Ising model.
The histogram or reweighting techniques [6, 7] interpolate the noisy data originating from MC simulation. The leading principle of the reweighting is the invariance of the density of states. Its advantage is that if the extensive MC samples Q q of some quantity Q are accumulated for some fixed temperature T t and saved, they can be adapted to construct the continuous temperature T -dependence of the approximation Q T,Tt of the thermodynamic average Q T . The interpolation called "reweighting on the fly" [8] is based on the formula We specify that in this expression the summations are taken over the listing of N samples q = 1, 2, . . . N saved in two-column format (Q q ,E q ). The pair is calculated for the same configuration, the first position occupied by value Q q , the second one by E q corresponding to system energy. As were stated in [9, 10] the reweighting technique offers the investigation of the static properties with unprecedented precision.
In order to clarify our motivation let us to mention the salient problems of the reweighting. The first problem is that the minimum of statistical errors of calculated quantities does not necessarily occur at T = T t for which the MC data were sampled. As it was checked in [8] , this shift originates from the autocorrelation between configurations which means that different quantities having the specific autocorrelation times are sources of different errors. This difficulty can be eliminated by some discarding decorelation MC sweeps. Their number should be optimized according system size. Of course, the statistical errors increase when the number of sampled configurations is small. The second problem is that reweighting performed too far from the temperature of sampling T t causes the systematic errors of the thermodynamic quantities [8, 11] . The additional complication is that these errors become large for large lattices.
The mentioned reweighting problems also determine the motivation of our work. It's aim is to design the algorithm which should be able to estimate the statistical errors and partially eliminate the systematic errors. The structural plan of algorithm arose as a consequence of the theory of self-organized critical (SOC) systems [12] . The dynamics of SOC systems forms an attractor set reflected by the scaling properties of the probability distribution functions (pdf's) of dissipative fluctuations called avalanches. The critical point of SOC systems is switched on spontaneously without external driving in contrast to the canonical equilibrium phase transitions. The steady SOC regime is stable with respect to random disturbances. According [13] , the leading mechanism sustaining SOC is the non-linear feedback. The idea how to implement it to the single-spin-flip dynamics of classical Ising systems to mimic the SOC behavior was suggested in [14] . The idea was numerically realized in [15] , but the complete evidence of the typical SOC scaling of pdf's wasn't being given. To explain the previous work, let us consider the Ising spin model of ferromagnet collecting
spins on the square L × L lattice. The energy E of the nearest neighbor (nn) interacting spins written in the exchange coupling units is given by
The feedback uses the biased temperature random walk
to generate the sequence approaching some exceptional point T t ≃ T * characterized by the predefined average |m L | Tt=T * = m c . We see that the rate of the walk is controlled by the free parameter µ. We assume that the mean absolute value of magnetization |m L | Tt is for 2d geometry and fixed temperature T t estimated by the singlespin-flip Metropolis algorithm (without reweighting) using the samples of the absolute value of
At this place it is proper to mentioned that Eq.(3) belongs to the general class of the probabilistic rules [16] . In the case of the sufficiently small m c , the value T * approximates the pseudocritical temperature of magnetization T Before pursuing let us to mention that in aforementioned work [15] it is assumed automatically that discussed spin system belongs to the class of SOC models. However, we think that some proof should be given before the acceptance of such classification. For example, any indication is absent about the power law regions which exist even for some hypothetical quantities resembling SOC avalanches. Therefore, we prefer to use the term self-organization process, or better iterative process near to critical point.
The above mentioned facts led us to the proposal of the more efficient algorithm exploiting the advantages of self-organization and reweighting principles.
The plan of paper is the following. The iterative selforganized algorithm is suggested in Sec.2. In Sec.3 the phenomenologic model of random walk biased to generate the sequence of estimated pseudocritical temperatures is considered. This analytically solvable model serves to parametrise the data from simulations. The details of numerical implementation of iterative algorithm are discussed in Sec.4. Sec.5 is devoted to the proposal of iterative algorithm of the multi-lattice simulation getting true critical temperature by combining several fourth-order cumulants. Using this modification the whole estimation process can be done straightforwardly without the finitesize interpolations. The multiple reweighting offers remarkable enhancement of efficiency, which is discussed in detail in Sec.6. Finally the conclusions are presented.
The formal scheme of iterations
We start from the formal definition of the iterative process attracted by the critical point. The process is described by the second order recursive formula
generating the sequence {T t , T t=0 = T 0 , t = 1, 2, . . . N events }. For the temperature walk the invariant temperature pdf is introduced
The p(T ) definition involves the Kronecker's symbol δ and average · · · (which differs from thermodynamic average . . . ) is taken over the temperature walk initialized from
by means of some auxiliary objective function R(T, T t ) (speaking in terms of the optimization theory). The role of the filter [17] defined by the plasticity parameter 0 < η ≤ 1 from Eq. (6) is to diminish the fluctuations of T r t+1
sequence. Further implications of filtering are discussed below. We assume that R(T, T t ) is related to averages known within the reweighting procedure.
The exceptional among the estimates is the extremal value
In different situations studied, T * represents the critical T c or pseudocritical T c (L) temperature of the investigated spin lattice system. For the Gaussian approximation of p(T ) which is valid for small |T t − T * | we assume
Consider the specific form of R, which defines the pseudocritical temperature T c (L) of the specific heat C. Within the single lattice simulations the appropriate choice of R can be R def = C, where C is expressed by the fluctuationdissipation relation
We assume that in deterministic limit N → ∞, the iterative process tends to the unique fixed point T * = G(T * , N ). For finite N the convergence criterion have to be formulated in a statistical sense only. Therefore, the proper description of iteration process near T * can be done using variance
Subsequently, the statistical criterion of the convergence to T * converts to the requirement that V t is finite for any t including the limit t → ∞.
3 The parametrization of the stochastic iteration process
The iterative process described by Eqs. (5), (6), (8) 
where the additive noise ξ t represents statistical errors causing delocalization of T * . The convergence rate is controlled by the parameter α, which models the impact of systematic error due to reweighting during single iteration. From Eqs. (5), (6) with the substitution Eq. (13) we have the linearized model of the iterative reweighting process
where the noise is weakened by η multiplier. The solution of the above stochastic difference equation is
where B = 1/(1−αη). We see that the solution is still general, functionally dependent on ξ t . The statistical properties of ξ t are specified
by means of the new parameter A. Since the statistics is of higher order than two is not used in further, we doesn't assume any property specifying it by means of new free parameters. Subsequently, from Eqs. (14) and (16) under the assumption that the stationary regime is defined by the invariance T t+1 = T t we have T * = T t in agreement with approximation described by Eq.(10). For the known T t the variance defined by Eq.(12) can be calculated
Here all the terms proportional to B −2t describe the transient regime of the exponential forgetting of initial condition. It consists of the deterministic (T 0 − T * ) 2 B −2t and stochastic Aη 2 B 2(1−t) /(1 − B 2 ) part. In the limit of the stationary regime we have
From the last relation we see that the transient time τ tr and stationary variance V ∞ diverge at the bound αη = 2, B = −1 (for α = 0). The common property of both terms is that V t is finite for t → ∞ if B 2 > 1, which is equivalent to convergence criterion 0 < αη < 2 which guarantee positivity of V t . It means that even for large α, some sufficiently small η can be found to gain the convergence. For the converging iterations the transient time
can be defined using (B 2 ) −t = exp(−2t/τ tr ). From this we see that for the singular case η → (1/α) ± , B → ±∞ the walk falls to the super fast convergence (τ tr → 0) with stationary variance V t = V ∞ = A/α 2 . The singularity separates region B 2 > 1 into subintervals of the oscillatory (B < −1) and unidirectional convergence (B > 1). Relevant for further analysis of the numerical MC iteration process are special cases t → ∞ (stationary) and t = 1 (transient). They correspond to variance from Eq.(19) and
The numerical study discussed in the next section confirms that η affects the statistical errors and shows that auxiliary parameters α, A from Eq. (13) 
The algorithm and numerical results
The section brings some computational details of the MC iterative search. The method based on the Metropolis single-spin-flip algorithm is applied to the investigation of the pseudocritical point of 2d Ising square lattice supplemented by the periodic boundary conditions. It is worthwhile to note that the presented approach is quite general and can be easily applied to various lattice systems. Every iteration step, denoted by t = 1, 2, . . . , N event corresponding to algorithm formalized by Eq. (5) (ii) accumulation of N pairs (Q q , E q ) to listing. To attain the statistical independence between the subsequent pairs of listing the 1 MC step/spin is discarded.
(iii) localization of the maximum R(T r t+1 , T t ) of the objective function R(T, T t ). The task is resolved using the temperature walk with adaptive step length varying according to sign of dR(T, T t )/dT . For the single lattice R(T, T t ) is calculated from Eq.(11) using reweighting given by Eq.(1) applied to cumulants E T,Tt and E the invariant pdf's (see the inset of Fig.3 ). Only the statistics of this regime is relevant for numerical estimation of T c (L), T c , critical indices and their errors. The map linking T t and T t+1 depicted on inset of Fig.2 demonstrates that the localization of the critical point is better if η is small. We check numerically that the error of T c (L) ≃ T * is equal to width of the temperature pdf √ V t ∝ ηN −1/2 . In Fig.3 the simulation results for V ∞ and its analytical η dependence from Eq.(19) are compared. Considered for parameters A, α fixed to the same values as in Fig.2 . The agreement is good but worse than for V 1 . We see the problems near η = 1. The inset of Fig.3 shows the corresponding stationary pdf distributions.
Multi-lattice simulations
Further important problem which we plan to solve is the iterative determination of the true critical temperature T c free from the finite-size corrections. Here we demonstrate that the problem can be solved by multi-lattice simulations based on the proposal of the specific objective function combining several estimates of the fourth-order cumulants for lattices of different size [18] . Further considerations are addressed to models, where the second order phase transition takes place.
The proper quantity indicating the non-Gaussian statistics of the L × L lattice of magnetization m L is the fourthorder cumulant
Similarly as in the case of the average from Eq.(1), the signatures of the reweighting are two temperature arguments determining U . The usual way to find out T c is to
. Therefore, the numerical procedure leading to the solution of this equation can be again formulated in terms of the specific objective function
The methodological consequence of the iterative reweighting is the continuous monitoring of the walking critical indices. For equilibrium magnetization the standard scal-
can be assumed, where f m,Tt (·) is the scaling function and β/ν is the ratio of the magnetization (β) and correlation length (ν) critical indices, respectively. If T t fluctuates nearly true T c , the equilibrium finite-size scaling relation changes to |m Lj | T,Tt ≃ L −β/ν j f m,Tt (0). By using the information originating from two lattices, the constant f m,Tt (0) can be eliminated. The inverting of exponentials leads to definition of the effective ratio
which tends to β/ν for N → ∞ or η → 0. Analogously, by taking the standard formula for ν we suggest definition
where
The susceptibility can be calculated using the fluctuation
T,Tt )/T . In analogy to cases β/ν and 1/ν the following ratio can be defined
The resulting stationary pdf's of the critical characteristics constructed for L 1 = 10 and L 2 = 20 are plotted in Fig.4 . The peaks extracted from these pdf's give rise to (24), (25) and (26) estimated from the peaks of pdf's of (β/ν) t , (1/ν) t , (γ/ν) t depicted in Fig.4 .
The definition of the objective function given by Eq.(23) can be straightforwardly extended to cases, where information from n r independent lattices is taken into account
In agreement with expectation, the localization of T c for n r = 3 is much better than for n r = 2. The peaks of pdf's are sharper but the disadvantage of extended n r = 3 is weaker stability with respect to disturbances. The instability stems from the L-dependence of the nonequilibrium MC dynamics. To prevent this effect the additional decorelating MC steps should be included.
In previous sections the influence of parameter η to statistical errors is investigated. The practical aspect of investigation is finding of the compromise between the fast convergence (η ≃ 1) and vanishing statistical errors (η ≃ 0). The particular solution of this dilemma represents replacement of η by varying η t = exp(−t/τ η ). However, its using is complicated by the proper choice of the relaxation time τ η . The alternative treatment should be a sequential build-up of data sets for a multiple reweighting. Formally, the multiple reweighting needs modification of Eq.(5)
where G is again defined through R based on data stored in the format (Q q,n , E q,n ) with indices belonging to temperatures T n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , t and constant temperature data listings labeled by q = 1, 2, . . . , N . The equations of the multiple reweighting [7] have the form
The probability P of the state of energy E can be written
For the multiple reweighting combined with the iterative process, the data content grows as tN . Accordingly, the upper bound of the statistical error varies as ∝ η(tN ) −1/2 . More information comes from the comparison of iterations of the single and multiple reweighting depicted in Fig.5 . If t is sufficiently large, the data volume can meet the limit of the computing time available to numerical solution of Eqs. (29), (30) and (31). To surmount these problems, the working with truncated memory depth h according to modified recurrence T r t+1 = G(T t , T t−1 , . . . , T t−h+1 , T t−h , N ) is advised. Note that Eq.(28) generates the non-stationarity of pdf of T t , while the finite h implies its stationarity.
Conclusions
The statistics of the iterative process recovering the critical characteristics is studied numerically using MC reweighting for 2d Ising model of the ferromagnet on the square lattice. In all of the simulated cases the information about the total errors of the critical temperatures and indices is obtained. Their accuracy can be properly affected by the free parameters N and η incoming to transient time.
The agreement of T * with exact critical temperature T c and indices is demonstrated. However, the study indicates that many authors (see e.g. [9] ) have usually underestimated the reweighting errors namely for the critical region. The reason should be small number events used to verify the stability of temperature dependences. To find the accurate answer we recommend the checking by the iterations. In our case N event ≃ 10 4 − 10 5 . The correctness of the implementation is demonstrated by the pdf's of the effective critical indices stemming from the multi-lattice simulation defined by Eqs. (24)-(26) . Clearly, more promising should be the combining of the multiple reweighting and multi-lattice simulations. Unfortunately, this challenging project is not completed in the present paper.
The stochastic model of the temperature walk suggested for phenomenologic description of the iterative process based on single reweighting exhibits agreement in the frame of the second order statistics. However, more detailed analysis will require its extension. Considered should be the non-linear corrections in T t , the longtime autocorrelation functions, parametrized fourth-order statistics of ξ t , non-Gaussian and asymmetric p(T ).
The principles of iterative self-organization MC algorithm are relevant for the solving of the inverse statistical problems optimizing the driving parameters up to the moment when the predefined averages are reached. The method is universal in many aspects and its further applications are assumed. 
